Intrasound Therapy: An Effective Alternative to Sodium Diclofenac Phonophoresis in the Management of Mechanical Chronic Cervical Spine Pain
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ABSTRACT: The efficacy of Sodium Diclofenac Phonophoresis (SDP) as an effective adjunct in the management of inflammation and pain has been established though its application entails complicated choices of treatment parameters. Intrasound Therapy (IST), acclaimed for its simplicity of operation has been reported to promote healing though no studies have been done on its effect in Chronic cervical spine pain (CCSP). The aim of this study was to determine if IST could be an effective therapeutic option to SDP as an adjunct in the management of CCSP. Forty seven (47) participants with CCSP that had definite diagnoses were randomly assigned into 3 groups. All participants had exercises and massage while in addition, group 1 had SDP and group 2 IST for 10 minutes each. Participants were treated for 40 minutes twice a week for 4 weeks and were evaluated for pain, Quality of life (QoL), disability and range of motion (ROM) of the cervical spine. Paired sample t-test was used to compare the outcome parameters in each group and data presented as Mean ± SEM with significance at p<0.05. IST and SDP significantly (p<0.05) improved the clinical parameters compared with the control group and there were no significant (p >0.05) differences in clinical outcome between the IST and SDP groups. IST was as effective as SDP and considering its relative simplicity of operation could be an alternative therapeutic adjunct in the management of chronic cervical pain.
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Chronic neck pain is a highly prevalent condition with about two-thirds of the adult population affected at some point in their lives (Brian et al, 2016). Chronic neck pain is increasingly recognized as one of the most common causes for disability (Chartered Society of Physiotherapy, 2015). It has extensive diagnoses; the most common causes being biomechanical, such as axial neck pain, whiplash-associated disorder and cervical radiculopathy (Douglas and Bope, 2004). A previous study suggested that combined physiotherapy treatment including active and passive modalities is effective for improvement in pain intensity, disability, and quality of life (QoL) in participants with mechanical chronic neck pain (Seyda et al, 2016). The treatment goals are to relieve pain, reduce muscle spasm, improve range of motion and muscle strength, correct postural abnormalities and ultimately improve functional status and QoL (Philadelphia panel, 2001). Therapeutic Ultrasound (TUS) has been widely used in the treatment of musculoskeletal disorders including Phonomhoresis (PP) which is generally defined as driving a topically applied medication through the skin with TUS as a medium. PP has been used to enhance transdermal drug delivery in sports medicine and orthopaedic rehabilitation and is believed to accelerate functional recovery by decreasing pain and promoting healing through the activation of fibroblast activity with collagen deposition (Maria Jose, 2015). A systematic review on the management of patients with whiplash-associated disorders or neck pain and associated disorders had concluded that some passive physical modalities such as heat, cold, diathermy, hydrotherapy, and ultrasound are not effective and should not be used to manage neck pain, even as another study observed that PP with capsaicin treatment was effective in the treatment of patients with CNP and thus suggested that a combination of PP with exercises can be used to obtain optimal clinical results (Dumus et al, 2014; Wong, 2016). There are however a number of limitations to the use of PP including high cost of the TUS machine, the complexity of operation due to the wide variables in treatment parameters, the cumbersome nature of the machine and the problem of nanobubbles/nanodroplets which inhibits optimal perfusion of drugs via the skin to target tissues (Ying-Zheng et al, 2013). Studies on the efficacy of TUS demonstrate that there are no precise guidelines for its parameters, particularly with respect to the dose-
response of the treatments which is influenced by many variables, including frequencies, intensities, irradiation times, application modes, type and coupling techniques, and early post-injury interventions (Warden and McMeeken, 2002; Fu et al, 2008). These factors become pertinent when compared with the intrasound device which has the advantage of being a simple, non-invasive, relatively affordable and easily operated device that has been documented in literatures to be an effective adjunct in the treatment of some musculoskeletal disorders especially in the management of knee osteoarthritis (Aiyegbusi et al, 2015). The Intrasound device produces mix frequency acoustic waves in the intrasonic range (16,000-20,000 Hz) with claims of its efficacy in the management of a wide range of ailments, including improved healing in acute inflammatory injuries especially in tendon injuries when used on animal models (Dancocks et al, 1997; Aiyegbusi et al, 2010). The purpose of this study was therefore to investigate the comparative therapeutic efficacy of SDP and IST in improving ROM, pain, QoL, and reduction in disability levels associated with CCSP in 47 participants treated twice weekly for 4 consecutive weeks.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subject Selection: Forty seven (47) participants (20 males and 27 females) with chronic neck pain that had definite diagnoses like axial neck pain, whiplash associated disorder and cervical spondylosis with or without radiculopathy were recruited at the physiotherapy outpatient clinic of a tertiary hospital. The participants were assessed by obtaining a detailed history and by carrying out physical examination and radiographic assessment. They gave duly signed written informed consent and approval was sought and obtained from the institution Health Research and Ethics Committee (Approval Number: ADM/DCST/HREC/APP/763) prior to the commencement of the study. Excluded from the study were participants with severe chronic neck pain (using the Neck Disability Index Scores), cognitive limitations and those who have had surgery of the cervical or upper thoracic spine. A non-probability consecutive sampling technique was employed in recruiting the participants that met the inclusion criteria as they became available between April and September 2016. Eligible participants were then randomly assigned into the study groups by a blinded research assistant who had no knowledge of the group allocations using concealed randomly generated group allocation numbers in a bowl. All the eligible participants were neither on any medication nor any form of co-intervention during the period of study. The sample size was estimated to be 46 using the statistical formula by Cohen (1992).

Participants' Grouping: Group 1: (SDP group) had participants who were treated using massage, isometric exercises and SDP. Group 2: (IST group) participants received massage, isometric exercises and IST

Group 3: (Control group) participants received massage and isometric exercises only

Materials: The Intrasound Device used was the Professional Novasonic Sonic Wave SK2 device, made in USA while the Therapeutic Ultrasound Machine was US-2000 2nd edition portable ultrasound therapy machine, made in USA and it was used for the Phonophoresis therapy.

Therapeutic Intervention: Group 1 (SDP group) participants were treated using massage, isometric exercises and SDP, Group 2 (IST group) participants received massage, isometric exercises and IST while group 3 participants (Control group) were treated using massage and isometric exercises only.

Prior to the commencement of the intervention, all the participants were assessed and evaluated for pain intensity using Numeric Pain Rating Scale (NPRS) (Rodriguez, 2001) and the disability level using the Neck Disability Index Questionnaire (NDI) which is a self-report questionnaire that has been shown to demonstrate a high degree of test-retest reliability (ICC=0.91) and internal consistency (Vernon, 1996; Aslan et al, 2008). The health-related quality of life was evaluated with the Short-Form 36 Health Survey (SF-36) that includes 8 health domains with scores in each category that range from 0 to 100; higher scores indicating a better QoL (Ware and Sherbourne, 1992). The goniometry for head rotation, neck extension and flexion and neck side flexion were performed and read to the nearest degree using a Goniometer (G 300 Model) (Hachadorian et al, 2010). Pain and quality of life were evaluated as primary outcomes while the neck disability and neck range of motion were the secondary outcome measures.

Treatment Protocol: The participants went through the following sequence of treatment regimen:

Group 1: The sodium diclofenac gel was applied over the surface area of the neck to be treated at a dosage of 2 Finger Tip Unit (FTU) which is equal to 1 gram (Long and Finlay, 1991). TUS was applied over the cervical and upper thoracic spine with the treatment head in circular motion at medium intensity for 10 minutes. The participants afterwards underwent the same exercise protocol as those in the control group.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Forty seven participants were recruited but a total of thirty-seven (37) participants; 15 males and 22 females with a mean age of 53.2±1.81 years completed the study. Comparison of baseline values of the outcome parameters using analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed no significant differences except for right and left side flexion which were significantly higher in group 1 (p<0.05). Application of IST resulted in significant (p<0.05) improvement in all the primary and secondary outcome parameters while in the other two groups there was significant (p<0.05) impact on most of the domains (tables 1 & 2). As seen in tables 3, the mean changes in some of the outcome parameters between the groups were significant (p<0.05) in some of the domains.

Group 2: The acoustic gel (which is of no pharmacological significance) was applied over the surface of the neck to be treated at a dosage of 2 Finger Tip Unit (FTU) (Long and Finlay, 1991). The treatment head of the intrasound device was applied in a circular motion over the cervical and upper thoracic spine for 10 minutes. The control knob was adjusted to an intensity the patient was comfortable with (Aiyegbusi et al, 2010). The participants afterwards underwent the same exercise protocol as those in the control group.

Group 3 (Control Group): The intervention consisted of a selection of soft tissue massage, muscle energy techniques, resistance exercises and manual cervical traction applied to the neck region. Every session of treatment included soft tissue massage which was applied using cross-fibre kneading, longitudinal stretch and inhibition to the cervical and sub-occipital muscles for 5 minutes (Cen et al, 2003) followed by muscle energy technique which included isometric exercises given in all the range of motion to facilitate stretching of the neck muscles for 5 minutes (Chaitow, 1996). Resistance was manually applied in all the range of motion of the cervical region (10-repititions, 3-bouts) to strengthen the muscles around the neck region. Postural advice and exercise prescription of neck mobility and stretching were included as part of the home programme. Manual cervical traction was given for 5 minutes with the traction force applied manually to the cervical region and a rotational range of motion carried out within the limit of pain, on both sides. (Kruse et al, 2000).

Data Analysis: Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois, USA) 21.0 version for Windows package program was used to analyze data. Demographic and quantitative data was expressed as Mean ± Standard Error of Mean (SEM) and confidence interval (CI), to describe the differences in related treatments. Paired sample t-test was used to compare the baseline/pre-treatment and post-treatment variations in outcome variables in each group. ANOVA was used to determine significant differences in the changes between the three groups with a further post-hoc analysis.

The marked improvement in clinical outcomes seen in all the groups underscores the clinical efficacy of the interventions given. The Control Group showed significant (p<0.05) improvement in most of the clinical outcome parameters and this corroborates the report of Seydar et al,(2016) which suggested the efficacy of stabilization exercises with connective tissue massage over stabilization exercises alone. This finding is also in synchrony with results from a prior study where manual therapy was used to treat both acute and chronic neck pain and it was suggested that the use of manipulation and/or mobilization was a viable option for the management of neck pain though from our results, the clinical impact of these exercises on the disability index was minimal (Cabak, 2005). The significant improvement seen in the clinical outcome measures for the SDP group is in conformity with previous studies that had established the therapeutic efficacy of various types of NSAIDs gel phonophoresis on both acute and chronic musculoskeletal pain and disorders (Akinbo et al, 2011).

The effects of SDP have been attributed to its ability to enhance the penetration of sodium diclofenac into the tissues thereby resulting in therapeutic benefits (Cross et al, 1998). There are however a number of issues with the application of SDP, one of which is the wide and complicated choices of treatment parameters of TUS which makes it difficult to get consistent results from different studies (Warden and McMeeken, 2002). The intrasound device on the other hand has the advantage of being simple and non-invasive with ease of operation. In this study, IST significantly improved the outcome parameters in all the clinical domains and with superior significant differences in the mean changes when compared to those in the control group. This further provides a support for a prior study that concluded that compared with TENS, intrasound therapy is an effective adjunct in the management of OA knee (Aiyegbusi et al, 2015).
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As presented in table 3, where the mean differences in the outcome parameters between the groups were analyzed, IST compared with SDP had better clinical effects over the control group in many of the domains. These results further substantiate the claims that intrasound therapy helps to revive and support the self-healing power of the body through gentle, improvement in tissue nutrition at a cellular level thus stimulating the natural healing process of the body (Novasonic, 2014). It is pertinent to note that a prior study had concluded that the higher the frequency of treatment, the better the outcome and it was reported that twice daily treatment with IST resulted in better healing than the once daily treatment (Aiyegbusi et al, 2015).

In this study, IST was given for 10 minutes twice a week as an adjunct to exercises, traction and massage yet the clinical effect on mechanical neck pain was quite significant. As a follow-up to this study, it will therefore be important to determine the effect of IST when given either once or twice daily rather than twice weekly.
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In view of the many issues with the use of SDP including the complexity of operation of TUS and the problem of nanobubbles/nanodroplets (Ying-Zheng et al, 2013), we report that IST could be an effective and better adjunct over SDP in the management of CCP considering its simplicity of operation without complicated choices of treatment parameters as seen in TUS.

Conclusion: It is concluded from these findings that IST was as effective as SDP and considering its relative simplicity of operation could be an alternative therapeutic adjunct in the management of chronic cervical pain. One limitation of this study was the small sample size and the large number of drop-outs due to logistic reasons. Further studies are recommended with larger sample sizes and increased frequency of treatment sessions.
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